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Agenda

• OpenCL News and Ecosystem  
  - Neil Trevett, President, Khronos Group

• SYCL 1.2 and using the OpenCL language and compiler stack  
  - Andrew Richards, CEO Codeplay

• OpenCL for real-time graphics  
  - Matthäus Chajdas, CEO Volumerics
OpenCL News at GDC!

- OpenCL 2.0 Adopters Program Released
  - Full OpenCL 2.0 conformance tests available

- WebCL 1.0 Released
  - Web developers to get access to heterogeneous parallel computing

- SYCL 1.2 Provisional Released
  - Enabling high-level, C++ frameworks over OpenCL
OpenCL: Portable Heterogeneous Computing

• Portable Heterogeneous programming of diverse compute resources
  - Targeting supercomputers -> embedded systems -> mobile devices

• One code tree can be executed on CPUs, GPUs, DSPs and hardware
  - Dynamically interrogate system load and balance work across available processors

• OpenCL = Two APIs and C-based Kernel language
  - Kernel language - Subset of ISO C99 + language extensions

C Platform API
To query, select and initialize compute devices

C Runtime API
To build and execute kernels across multiple devices

OpenCL C Kernel Code

CPU
GPU
DSP
HW
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OpenCL 2.0 Adopters Program Launched

• Official conformance test suite for the OpenCL 2.0 specification
  - Implementers can certify that their implementations are officially conformant

• Released a set of header files for OpenCL 2.0
  - Available on www.khronos.org

• Updated OpenCL 2.0 specification
  - Clarifications and corrections to the specification first released in November 2013

• First conformant implementations of OpenCL 2.0 expected to be available to developers in the first half of 2014
WebCL: Heterogeneous Computing for the Web

- WebCL 1.0 specification officially finalized today at GDC!
  - [https://www.khronos.org/webcl](https://www.khronos.org/webcl)
- WebCL defines JavaScript binding to the OpenCL APIs
  - Enables initiation of Kernels written in OpenCL C within the browser
- Typical Use Cases
  - 3D asset codecs, video codecs and processing, imaging and vision processing
  - Physics for WebGL games, Online data visualization, Augmented Reality
WebGL/WebCL Ecosystem

Content downloaded from the Web

Middleware can make WebGL and WebCL accessible to non-expert programmers
E.g. three.js library: http://threejs.org/ used by majority of WebGL content

Browser provides WebGL and WebCL
Alongside other HTML5 technologies
No plug-in required

OS Provided Drivers
WebGL uses OpenGL ES 2.0 or Angle for OpenGL ES 2.0 over DX9
WebCL uses OpenCL 1.0

Low-level APIs provide a powerful foundation for a rich JavaScript middleware ecosystem
Open Source Implementations and Resources

- **WebCL Conformance Framework and Test Suite** (contributed by Samsung)
  - [https://github.com/KhronosGroup/WebCL-conformance/](https://github.com/KhronosGroup/WebCL-conformance/)

- **Nokia - Firefox build with integrated WebCL**
  - Firefox extension, open sourced May 2011 (Mozilla Public License 2.0)
  - [https://github.com/toaarnio/webcl-firefox](https://github.com/toaarnio/webcl-firefox)

- **Samsung - uses WebKit, open sourced June 2011 (BSD)**
  - [https://github.com/SRA-SiliconValley/webkit-webcl](https://github.com/SRA-SiliconValley/webkit-webcl)

- **Motorola Mobility - uses Node.js, open sourced April 2012 (BSD)**
  - [https://github.com/Motorola-Mobility/node-webcl](https://github.com/Motorola-Mobility/node-webcl)

- **AMD - uses Chromium (open source)**
  - [https://github.com/amd/Chromium-WebCL](https://github.com/amd/Chromium-WebCL)

---

Based on Apple QJulia

Based on Iñigo Quilez, Shader Toy

Based on Iñigo Quilez, Shader Toy

[http://fract.ured.me/](http://fract.ured.me/)
OpenCL as Parallel Compute Foundation

- 100+ tool chains and languages leveraging OpenCL
  - Heterogeneous solutions emerging for the most popular programming languages

OpenCL provides vendor optimized, cross-platform, cross-vendor access to heterogeneous compute resources
Widening OpenCL Ecosystem

OpenCL C Kernel Source

SPIR Generator (e.g. patched Clang)

Alternative Language for Kernels

Apps and Frameworks

SPIR
Standard Portable Intermediate Representation
SPIR 1.2 Released January 2014

OpenCL C Run-time can consume SPIR

Device X

Device Y

Device Z

SYCL
Programming abstraction that combines portability and efficiency of OpenCL with ease of use and flexibility of C++
SPIR 1.2 Released here at GDC!
SPIR and LLVM

- **SPIR 1.2**
  - Portable non-source encoding for OpenCL 1.2 device programs

- **LLVM is an optimizing compiler toolkit**
  - Open source platform for innovation that is portable, flexible, well understood
  - SPIR based on LLVM 3.2 with open consultation with LLVM community

- **Consumption API for target hardware**
  - cl_khr_spir extension to OpenCL runtime API

- **Example SPIR generator**
  - Open source patch to Clang translates OpenCL C to SPIR IR
  - [https://github.com/KhronosGroup/SPIR](https://github.com/KhronosGroup/SPIR)

*If you can do it in OpenCL C*
*You can do it in SPIR*
SYCL and SPIR Overview

Andrew Richards, CEO Codeplay
Chair, SYCL Working group
GDC, March 2014
Where is OpenCL today?

- OpenCL: supported by a very wide range of platforms
  - Huge industry adoption
- Provides a C-based kernel language
- NEW: SPIR provides ability to build other languages on top of OpenCL run-time
- Now, we need to provide additional languages and libraries
- Topic for today: C++
SYCL for OpenCL

- Pronounced ‘sickle’
  - To go with ‘spear’ (SPIR)
- Royalty-free, cross-platform C++ programming layer
  - Builds on portability and efficiency of OpenCL
  - Ease of use and flexibility of C++
- Single-source C++ development
  - C++ template functions can contain host & device code
  - Construct complex reusable algorithm templates that use OpenCL for acceleration
Enabling C++ within OpenCL Ecosystem

• Want C++ code to be portable to OpenCL
  - C++ libraries supported on OpenCL
  - C++ tools supported on OpenCL

• Aim to achieve long-term support for OpenCL features with C++
  - Good performance of C++ software on OpenCL

• Multiple sources of implementations and enable future innovation
  - Allows innovators in C++ for heterogeneous devices to leverage an open standard
  - Example of what can be done now OpenCL supports multiple languages with SPIR

• Developers can now use OpenCL as the basis for a whole range of innovations in software for heterogeneous systems
Simple Example

Does everything expected of an OpenCL program: compilation, startup, shutdown, host fall-back, queue-based parallelism, efficient data movement.

*(this sample doesn’t catch exceptions)*

```cpp
#include <CL/sycl.hpp>

int main ()
{
    int result; // this is where we will write our result

    { // by sticking all the SYCL work in a {} block, we ensure
      // all SYCL tasks must complete before exiting the block
        // create a queue to work on
        cl::sycl::queue myQueue;

        // wrap our result variable in a buffer
        cl::sycl::buffer<int> resultBuf (&result, 1);

        // create some ‘commands’ for our ‘queue’
        cl::sycl::command_group (myQueue, [&] ()
        {
            // request access to our buffer
            auto writeResult = resultBuf.access<cl::sycl::access:write_only> ();

            // enqueue a single, simple task
            single_task(kernel_lambda<
                          class simple_test>([=] ()
            {
                writeResult [0] = 1234;
            }
            )); // end of our commands for this queue
        } // end scope, so we wait for the queue to complete

    printf ("Result = %d\n", result);
}
```
Default Synchronization

- Uses C++ RAII
  - Simple to use
  - Clear, obvious rules
  - Common in C++

```cpp
int my_array[20];
{
    cl::sycl::buffer my_buffer(my_array, 20); // creates the buffer
    // my_array is now taken over by the SYCL system and its contents undefined

    {
        auto my_access = my_buffer.get_access<cl::sycl::access::read_write,
        cl::sycl::access::host_buffer>();
        /* The host now has access to the buffer via my_access.
         This is a synchronizing operation - it blocks until access is ready.
         Access is released when my_access is destroyed
         */
    }
    // access to my_buffer is now free to other threads/queues
}
/* my_buffer is destroyed. Waits for all threads/queues to complete work on
my_buffer. Then writes any modified contents of my_buffer back to
my_array, if necessary. */
```
Task Graphs

SYCL separates data storage (buffers) from data access (accessors). This allows easy, safe, efficient scheduling.

```cpp
buffer<int> my_buffer(data, 10);

command_group(myqueue, [&]() {
    auto in_access = my_buffer.access<cl::sycl::access:read_only>();
    auto out_access = my_buffer.access<cl::sycl::access:write_only>();

    parallel_for_workgroup(nd_range(range(size), range(groupsize)), lambda<class hierarchical>([=](group_id group) {
        parallel_for_workitem(group, [=](tile_id tile) {
            out_access[tile.global()] = in_access[tile.global()] * 2;
        });
    });
});
```
Hierarchical Data Parallelism

buffer<int> my_buffer(data, 10);

command_group(my_queue, [&]()
{
  auto in_access = my_buffer.access<cl::sycl::access:read_only>();
  auto out_access = my_buffer.access<cl::sycl::access:write_only>();

  parallel_for_workgroup(nd_range(range(size), range(groupsize)),
    lambda<class hierarchical>([&](group_id group)
    {
      parallel_for_workitem(group, [=](tile_id tile)
      {
        out_access[tile] = in_access[tile] * 2;
      });
    });
  });

Advantages:
1. Easy to understand the concept of work-groups
2. Performance-portable between CPU and GPU
3. No need to think about barriers (automatically deduced)
4. Easier to compose components & algorithms e.g. Kernel fusion
Single Source

• Developers want to write templates, like:
  
  parallel_sort<MyClass> (myData);

• This requires a single template function that includes both host and device code
  - The host code ensures the right data is in the right place
  - Type-checking (and maybe conversions) required
Choose Your Own Host Compiler

• Why?
  - Developers use a lot of CPU-compiler-specific features (OS integration, for example) **SYCL supports this**
  - The kind of developer that wants to accelerate code with OpenCL will often use CPU-specific optimizations, intrinsic functions etc. **SYCL supports this**
  - For example, a developer will think it reasonable to accelerate CPU code with OpenMP and GPU code with OpenCL, but want to share source between the two **SYCL supports this**

• OpenCL C supports this approach, but without single source
  - SYCL additionally allows single source
#include <CL/sycl.hpp>

int main()
{
    int result; // this is where we will write our result

    // by sticking all the SYCL work in a {} block, we ensure all SYCL tasks must complete before exiting the block

    // create a queue to work on
    cl::sycl::queue myQueue;

    // wrap our result variable in a buffer
    cl::sycl::buffer<int> resultBuf(&result, 1);

    // create some 'commands' for our 'queue'
    cl::sycl::command_group(myQueue, [&]()
    {
        // request access to our buffer
        auto writeResult = resultBuf.access<cl::sycl::access:write_only>();

        // enqueue a single, simple task
        cl::sycl::single_task(kernel_lambda<class simple_test>([](()
        {
            writeResult[0] = 1234;
        })); // end of our commands for this queue
    }); // end of our commands for this queue

    // end scope, so we wait for the queue to complete
    printf("Result = %d\n", result);
}
#include <CL/sycl.hpp>

int main()
{
    int result; // this is where we will write our result

    // by sticking all the SYCL work in a {} block, we ensure
    // all SYCL tasks must complete before exiting the block
    {
        // create a queue to work on
        cl::sycl::queue myQueue;

        // wrap our result variable in a buffer
        cl::sycl::buffer<int> resultBuf(&result, 1);

        // create some 'commands' for our 'queue'
        cl::sycl::command_group(myQueue, [&]() {
            // request access to our buffer
            auto writeResult = resultBuf.access<cl::sycl::access:write_only>();

            // enqueue a single, simple task
            cl::sycl::single_task(kernel_lambda<class simple_test>([]() {
                writeResult[0] = 1234;
            })); // end of our commands for this queue
        }); // end scope, so we wait for the queue to complete

        printf("Result = %d\n", result);
    }
}
Can Use a Common Library

- Can use #ifdefs to implement common libraries differently on different compilers/devices
  - e.g. defining domain-specific maths functions that use OpenCL C features on device and CPU-specific intrinsics on host
  - Or, define your own parallel_for templates that use (for example) OpenMP on host and OpenCL on device
  - The C++ code that calls the library function is shared across platforms, but the library is compiled differently depending on host/device
Asynchronous Operation

• A command_group is:
  - an atomic operation that includes all memory object creation, copying, mapping, and execution of kernels
  - enqueued, non-blocking
  - scheduling dependencies tracked automatically
  - thread-safe

• Only blocks on return of data to host
Low-latency Error-handling

- We use exception-handling to catch errors
- We use the standard C++ RAII approach
  - However, some developers require destructors to return immediately, even on error
  - But the error-causing code may be asynchronously running. So such a developer needs to leave code running and resources released later. We support with ‘storage objects’
Relationship to Core OpenCL

- Built on top of OpenCL
- Runs kernels on OpenCL devices
- Can construct SYCL objects from OpenCL objects and OpenCL objects obtained from SYCL objects
OpenCL/OpenGL Interop

- Built directly on top of OpenCL interop extension
  - SYCL uses the same structures, macros, enums etc.
- Lets developers share OpenGL images/textures etc.
  - With SYCL as well as OpenCL
- Only runs on OpenCL devices that support one of the CL/GL interop extensions
  - Users can query a device for extension support first
Specification Walkthrough

- Similar to OpenCL structure
  - [http://www.khronos.org/opencl/sycl](http://www.khronos.org/opencl/sycl)

- Section 1: Introduction

- Section 2: SYCL Architecture
  - Very similar to OpenCL architecture

- Section 3: SYCL Programming Interface
  - This is the C++ interface that works across host and device

- Section 4: Support of non-core OpenCL features

- Section 5: Device compiler
  - This is the C++ compiler that compiles kernels

- Appendix A: Glossary
Architecture #1

- **SYCL has queues and command-groups**
  - Queues are identical to OpenCL C
  - Command-groups enqueue multiple OpenCL commands to handle data movement, access, synchronization etc

- **SYCL has buffers and images**
  - Built on top of OpenCL buffers and images, but abstracts away the different queues, devices, platforms maps, copying etc.
  - Can create SYCL buffers/images from OpenCL buffers/images, or obtain OpenCL buffers/images from SYCL buffers/images (but need to specify context).
Architecture #2

- In SYCL, access to data is defined by accessors
  - Users constructs within command-groups: used to define types of access and create data movement and synchronization commands

- Error handling
  - Synchronous errors handled by C++ exceptions
  - Asynchronous errors handled via user-supplied error-handler based on C++14 proposal [n3711]
Architecture: Kernels

- Kernels can be:
  - Single task: A non-data-parallel task
  - Basic data parallel: NDRange with no workgroup
  - Work-group data parallel: NDRange with workgroup
  - Hierarchical data parallel: compiler feature to express workgroups in more template-friendly form

- Restrictions on language features in kernels, no:
  - function pointers, virtual methods, exceptions, RTTI ...

- Vector classes can work efficiently on host & device
- OpenCL C kernel library available in kernels
Architecture: Advanced Features

- Storage objects
  - used to define complex ownership/synchronization

- All OpenCL C features supported in kernels
  - (but maybe in a namespace)
  - Including swizzles

- All host compiler features supported in host code

- Wrappers for: programs, kernels, samplers, events
  - Allows linking OpenCL C kernels with SYCL kernels
SYCL Programming Interface

- Defined as a C++ templated class library
- Some classes host-only, some (e.g. accessors, vectors) host-and-device
- Only uses standard C++ features, so code written to this library sharable between host and device.
- Classes have methods to construct from OpenCL C objects and obtain OpenCL C objects wherever possible
- Events, buffers, images work across multiple devices and contexts
SYCL Extensions

- Defines how OpenCL device extensions (e.g. CL/GL interop) are available within SYCL
- Availability is based on device support
- Host can also support extensions
- Queries are provided to allow users to query for device and host support for extensions
- OpenCL extensions not in the SYCL spec are still usable within SYCL due to deep OpenCL integration and interop
SYCL Device Compiler

- Defines the language features available in kernels
- Supports restricted standard C++11 feature-set
  - Restricted by capabilities of OpenCL 1.2 devices
  - Would be enhanced for OpenCL 2.0 in the future
- Defines how OpenCL kernel language features are available within SYCL
  - Users using OpenCL kernel language features need to ensure their code is compilable for host. May need #ifdef
What Now?

- We are releasing this provisional specification to get feedback from developers
  - So please give feedback!
  - Khronos forums are the best place
  - [http://www.khronos.org/opencl/sycl](http://www.khronos.org/opencl/sycl)

- Next steps
  - Full specification, based on feedback
  - Conformance test suite to ensure compatibility between implementations

- Release of implementations
  - Codeplay is working on an implementation
  - Anyone can implement it - it’s an open, royalty-free standard!

- Roadmap
  - OpenCL working group considering C++ as kernel language
    - Complementary to SPIR
  - SPIR 2.0 and SYCL 2.0 for use with OpenCL 2.0